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PROJECT SUMMARY (3)

The  name  BASKIN  indicates  a  new  pedagogical  design of  basketball, transformed  into  a 

radically  inclusive activity with great attention to the human diversity in terms of physical and mental 

abilities. After the first experiments in 2003 at Cremone (North Italy), Baskin has been presented in 2010 

at a national level as a new sport really designed for all, where it is no longer people that must adapt 

themselves to an already built sport, but it is the sport that is tailor-made to people.

Baskin is arousing a growing interest in: 1) the education system, for its great educative potential 

2)  the sport movement,  for  its  welcoming identity able to reach a much larger range of users 3) the 

disability world, for its power to generate inclusion, far from usual segregated or charitable opportunities 

4) the university, for its originality that renews pedagogy, anthropology and epistemology of sport.

As  result  of  a  pedagogical  engineering  process  based on a  cutting-edge cultural  matrix,  this 

innovative model of sport is maybe anticipating a more people-centered sport development in the 21st 

century, generating a global restructuration of the standard sport economy.
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In depth description of how the project meets the Award criteria (max 2.000 characters each):

PROJECT OBJECTIVES (4)

Baskin looks like the 1st structural model that transfers so deeply the approach of “design for all” 

into the sports phenomenon. 

We think especially interesting to adopt here an historical perspective to show that the evolution 

of different fields like industry,  architecture,  education and sport are influenced by the same socio-

cultural evolution towards human diversity.

History shows that civilisation has explored different ways of dealing with “human diversity”, moving 

from a cultural model based on the exclusion of vulnerable minorities to the gradual construction of a 

new model that takes these minorities into account to an ever-increasing extent. 

1  st   phase  :  "marginalising paradigm” (or  “exclusion”  one),  with hostile,  pitiful  or  uninterested 

attitudes towards minorities like disabled people                  NO DESIGN for them

2  nd   phase  :  “differencializing”  paradigm.  The  rights  of  the  minorities  had  been  progressively 

recognised in  the  fields  of  education,  mobility,  work and free  time,  thanks to  the  creation of 

different specific products or services that suit to each human category, often in separated contexts

                                                                                               SPECIAL DESIGNS for them 

3  rd   phase  : “universalizing” paradigm (or “inclusion” one). Gaining ground today, this new model 

is  encouraging to recompose the unity and the cohesion of this  world fragmented in different 

categories. 1                                                                            DESIGN FOR ALL 

In  this  evolutionary  process,  what  education  system  has  begun  doing,  by  prefering  the  inclusive 

education model ("one-track approach") over the special schools model ("dual-track approach"), should 

be followed by the other areas of society, like mobility,  housing, free time activities, under the same 

universalizing paradigm. 

So, focussing on the field of free time activities, as crucial area for the everyone’s quality of life, we can 

affirm now that  Baskin’s  project  accepts  the  cultural  challenge to  enter  in  the  3rd phase.  And let’s 

underline the real need to face in the sport movement, which has internationally remained on its old 

pattern, stopping its evolution towards human diversity between the first 2 phases:

_ the “exclusion paradigm”, because many people with and without disability are excluded to sport 

participation

_ the “differencializing paradigm”, because many sports are specially designed for men, women, 

mental disabled people, physical disabled people, …

1 Indeed, vulnerability is not anymore something to be handled only in special institutions, through special services and using 
special products, but it is rather a universal human   should be hosted in a “global system designed for all” (“unitas multiplex”, 
E. Morin)
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METHODOLOGY

It  is  interesting to note that  Baskin is the result  of  creative cooperation between teachers of 

physical  education  and  parents  directly  in  touch  with  the  worlds  of  sport  and  disability. The  key 

methodological  principle  was creating an  inclusive and  cooperative  way of  working among all  the 

organisers to reach a cooperative and inclusive situation among all the players (a macro-inclusion to get 

a micro-inclusion). But not only instructors were solicited to find the best practical solutions, since it 

was essential to make directly protagonists the USERS too!

So, the “pedagogical design” of Baskin that was reached in 2006 had been the result of a low 

empiric process, after almost 4 years of systematic observation, making progressively evolve the rules of 

the game in order to constantly improve the promotion of human diversity in the team and to answer 

always better to the needs of the different players. In 2006, Baskin Association was created and the 

global  system of  rules  became official.  But  the  evolutionary process  of  perfecting this  pedagogical 

design has followed up to now, thanks to the feedbacks of the community of users, actualizing the rules 

each year (like a “WIKI” method).

In a more concrete approach, Baskin’s methodology put into practice the inclusion principle, 

starting from the abilities of the players, thanks to 4 main kinds of pedagogical adaptation (see the Video 

for the detailed description of the 10 rules that govern the game): 

1) material  adaptation:   use of  more baskets:  2 normal  and 2 lower on the sides;  the possibility of 

replacing the normal-size ball with another one with different size and weight in case of shoot in the 

lateral baskets

2) space adaptation:   protected areas designed to ensure the shot in the side baskets

3) rules adaptation:   each player has a role defined by his/her motor skills and has therefore a direct 

opponent of the same level. These roles are numbered from 1 to 5 with their own rules

_ defence authorized only on the direct opponent 

_ tolerance for dribbling (accepted by rules)

_ limited no. of shoots during each period

4) communication adaptation:   possible assignment of a mentor, a team player which can accompany 

more or less directly the actions of a fellow who may need it

We do believe that Baskin’s methodology could be considered like a structural proposal for a 

new sport model designed for all.



DESCRIPTION OF THE SPECIFIC RESULTS OF THE PROJECT (5)

The general results of this project respect the 6 criteria that define the Design for All:

_ respectful with diversity:  Baskin successfully meets the challenge of extending participation to a big 

diversity of users,  all playing together in the same team, so not in the usual separate way defined by 

previous human categorisations. Baskin translates the principle of inclusion in various ways:

• inter-gender  : girls AND boys

• inter-ability  :    with AND without disability

with mental, sensorial AND motor disability

with light AND severe disability

• inter-experience  : with AND without previous sport experience

• inter-generation  : with different ages (youngsters, adults, seniors) 

• inter-culture  : with different ethnic roots

Each player has to face a real challenge meeting his/her skills, so without the charitable spirit towards 

e.g. disabled people. The common success depends on everybody. Indeed eachone can bring to the team 

a critical contribution and become the decisive player for the final exit of the match! 

_  safe:  In Baskin, there are 2 protected areas for players who need more physical and psychological 

stability to play, what is a crutial question when people with so different conditions (even in wheelchair) 

are playing on the same ground

_ functional: Beyond a mere improvised tollerance towards diversity, there is a precise structuration of 

the rules system, oriented to a functional differenciation of 5 roles inside the team. These qualitatively 

modulate the responsibility of all players. 

_ healthy: Baskin makes concrete the institutional good purpose: “more sport for more health for all”, 

giving the opportunity to everyone (not only people who have a “classic sporting profile”!) to lead a 

healthy style of life through the participation in a sport activity.

_  comprehensible:  Baskin  makes  sport  accessible  to  all  using  2  main  strategies:  the  cooperative 

learning methodology and a peer-tutoring system inside each team. Moreover, few are the rules to know 

for each role and the information is adapted to the profile of each player.

_ aesthetic:  Baskin does not sacrifice either the beauty of inclusion (and its specific emotions) because 

of sport, or the beauty of sport (and its specific emotions) because of inclusion, what makes the game 

also attractive to all spectators! Indeed, Baskin is designed to be played but also to be watched!

SEE  ATTACHMENT:  TABLE  OF  QUANTITATIVE  RESULTS 



IMPACT OF THE PROJECT

The “sport designed for all” (or “inclusive sport”), through the good example of Baskin, calls a new 

restructuration of the international sport system with 4 main impacts:

1) EPISTEMOLOGICAL  IMPACT:  Sport activity  a new cultural object

2) ANTHROPOLOGICAL  IMPACT:  Sport person  a new human subject

3) SOCIAL  IMPACT:  Sport performance  a new meritocratic model

4) ECONOMICAL  IMPACT:  Sport market  new economical dynamics

1) FROM sacred object for elected population  TO  objects designed for the whole humanity

By passing  from a  natural  exclusion  process  to  a  cultural  inclusion  process,  Baskin  symbolizes  a 

paradigm shift in the sport history: humanity cannot think anymore  Sport in terms of a sacred object 

which can’t be modified and which suit only to an elected population. It is not anymore the persons who 

must be adapted to the already existing sports, but the sports which should be designed to suit to the 

persons. So, we pass from the requirement of an  ergonomic design of human beings to the one of an 

ergonomic design of sports (and society). 2

2) FROM standard individual  TO  real persons

The inclusive sport model, as Baskin shows, accepts the cultural challenge to escape the  normativity 

and “the stifling confines of the  average”, which is the mere statistical product of a standardisation 

purpose, too abstract for the real life. The “standard individuals” don’t exist! Baskin is just addressed to 

the real persons.3

3) FROM  an illusory meritocracy  to a fair meritocracy   

Baskin provides a new performance assessment  system,  based on the objective  personal  capacities. 

Valuing the  relative performance (and not the  absolute one!), it promotes a new idea of justice and 

fairness in sport and it suggests to change from a privileged heroism to a merited and more democratic  

one.

4) FROM  < 35% of potential users of Basket-Ball  TO  > 80% of potential users of Baskin

In the last 25 years, the contemporary sport passed from an economy of offer to an economy of demand. 

Now, the inclusive sport model,  as Baskin shows,  opens the club’s doors to a much larger range of 

potential  participants (disabled or not!):  a jump from 35% to 80% of population. So, if  this change 

became widespread, the new situation could profoundly revitalize the territorial  sports economy and 

regenerate  the  whole  sports  market  (which  represents  today  almost  2  % of  the  GDP  in  European 

countries).

2 In  a  less  normative point  of  view,  Baskin fill  the gap in the panorama of  sport  opportunities,  overcoming the 
obligation for people to participate only in a separate way in sport opportunities according to their human categories. 
So, Baskin (as would allow all the future inclusive sports) gives finally the choice: to practice an inclusive sport or a 
specialized one, respecting the principle of empowerment.  
3 Because  the  “sport”  model  of  20th century  was  designed  for  a  certain  “standard  individual”  (with  or  without 
disability), most of real people (disabled or not) are still excluded to participate in the standard opportunities of this 
sport model.



INNOVATION

The innovation of this project regarding the conceptualization of “Design for all” refers to the 

kind of “objects” which Design for all usually focussed on: from material to immaterial ones – beyond 

the classic distinction between products and services – i.e. from elements of the physical environment 

(buildings, furniture, objects) to elements of the cultural environment (sport, science, art, …). 

Indeed, even if the object of Baskin project can be classified in the category of “services”, it is 

not  only a question of making accessible a sport  service already existing,  as we usually imagine it 

through economical, architectural and human resources (1/ accessibility to move inside the gymnasium;  

2/ accessibility to reach it by different means in the city; 3/ personal support of trained professionals  

and volunteers; …). The object of Baskin project is to change the architecture of sport itself as a cultural 

object.

That is this transfer of usual application of design for all to the cultural phenomenon of sport 

which  is  innovative  according  to  us.  So,  the  concept  of  “design”  applied  to  “sport”  refers  to  its 

pedagogical architecture, what means the “internal logics” of each sport, formally defined by its rules. 

That’s why we have talked much about “pedagogical design”. According to the quality of this design, 

each sport activity has  an  ergonomic structure  more or less adapted to the human diversity; and this 

happens even if all economical, architectural and human resources are provided, because the standard 

architecture of sport tends “to exclude people or to separate them by transforming human diversity into 

homogenized human categories”.

Moreover, let’s note that this “internal” dimension of “design” has an obvious consequence on 

the “external” dimension of sport, through the quality of show offered to all spectators.

In conclusion This innovate application of Design for all calls a big “pedagogical laboratory” that 

should be open in sport’s world with the purpose to reinvent the different activities in an inclusive way. 

Building a new inclusive model of sport – a more human-centered one – can be interpreted as a real 

challenge for our society in the 21st century.4

We will welcome all additional information you can send us about the project, specially documentation and 
graphic materials. Please list them in the box below and attach them in the e-mail when you submit the form.

_ A table of quantitative data on Baskin project in attached document
_ A  DVD of  Baskin’s presentation has been sent by mail

(1) To appear in all the materials related to the Awards.
(2) Select only one.
(3) Concise definition of the project: the needs that it accomplish, the plan, its development, its results and potential. 
Maximum 1.000 characters.
(4) The objectives: how they are related with the Design for All, and with the specific objectives of the Awards.
(5) This may vary according to the project itself (a product, a service, an initiative). Anyway, the results must be tangible.

4 How and where this “revolution” of “sport designed for all” can happen? We personally think at school. Indeed, if 
we do a parallel between the evolution of public education and the one of modern sport – both cultural products of 
the end of the 19th century – we observe an important cultural delay of the modern sport towards human diversity. 
And we believe this delay can be partly cancelled in the next decades thanks to physical education, provided that 
school assumes its role of laboratory of future society – a more human-centered society!
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